The APS Forum on Education (FEd) brings together APS members who are interested in all aspects of physics education:

- improving instruction at all levels,
- teacher preparation,
- physics education research,
- informal education and outreach,
- international physics education
- and more!

FEd provides a voice for education within APS and supports conversations about physics education through our newsletter and sponsored sessions at APS meetings.

Joining the Forum on Education (like all Forums) is FREE! Join online at aps.org/membership/units/joint-unit.cfm or use this code:

Join the Forum on Education to:

**CONNECT** with other physicists who are interested in education.

Learn about **EDUCATION INITIATIVES** within APS and receive timely, reliable content from our newsletter. (aps.org/units/fed/newsletters/)
Recent topics include:
- physics faculty mindsets in graduate admissions
- use of data in creating physics pedagogy
- strategies to prepare students for diverse careers.

Increase the number of education-related **SESSIONS** at the March and April meetings (sessions are allocated in proportion to membership and meeting attendance).
Recent sessions have addressed:
- 21st-century ways to teach energy
- careers in physics
- teaching physics to biologists

Help **ADVANCE RESEARCH** in physics education through Forum co-sponsorship of physics education conferences.

Most important, joining demonstrates your **SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION** within APS!